
Sponges

Item ID Description UOM

ADV063

Fine White Backed Scrubber Sponge
Yellow cellulose sponge with light-duty white scouring pad. Ideal for porcelain, china, Teflon(TM) & 
Silverstone(TM). 6 3/8 x 3 3/8 x 5/8. Won't scratch Plexiglas(TM) or other sensitive surfaces. Each 
inner pack of 5 are wrapped 8/5per case.

  CS  

ADV074

Advantage™ Green Backed Scrubber Sponge
Yellow cellulose sponge with medium-duty green pad for general cleaning. Cleans ovens, walls, 
countertops, sinks, bathrooms & tables. 6 3/8 x 3 3/8 x 5/8. Rinses easily. Pack: 8/5; Moist & 
individually wrapped.

  CS 
PLT  

CON26767 Medium Cellulose Sponge 3.75X6.25X1   CS  

IMP7150

Impact® The Amazing Sponge™
Yellow gripping in middle prolongs use and improves performance. Chemical-free; requires only 
water. Most effective on hard, smooth surfaces. Melamine cleaning surface on both sides.

  EA  CS  
MIN  

IMP7151

Super Amazing Sponge
**Has 40-50% more surface area then 7150; meets industry standard for sponge sizing, lasts longer 
because of large size. Yellow gripping in middle prolongs use and improves performance. Fits 
comfortably in hand. Chemical-free; requires only water.

  CS  

MCO3000

3M™ Scotch-Brite™ Power Sponge No. 3000
Two cleaning tools in one--Scotch-Brite(TM) Power Pad 2000 combined with a sponge that will stay 
fresh longer. Size: 2.8 x 4.5 x 0.6. 20 sponges per case.

  CS 
PLT  

MCO63

3M™ Scotch-Brite™ Light Duty Scrub Sponge No. 63
Light duty cleaning pad/sponge won't scratch or mar most surfaces. Size: 3.6 x 6.1 x 0.7. 20 sponges
per case.

  CS 
PLT  

MCO74

3M™ Scotch-Brite™ Medium Duty Scrub Sponge No. 74
Dual action green cleaning pad/yellow sponge works well on walls, tables, fixtures, countertops and 
floors. 20 per case. Size: 3.6 x 6.1 x 0.7.

  CS 
PLT  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CON26767
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=IMP7151
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OCED96150M

O Cedar® MaxiClean Eraser Sponge
Quickly and easily removes marks from surfaces such as walls, appliances, baseboards, car interiors 
and exteriors. Chemical-free. Requires only water. Most effective on hard, smooth surfaces. 
Melamine cleaning surfaces on both sides.

  CS  

OCED96152-M
O Cedar® MaxiClean MaxiClean® Eraser ScrubberSponge
Has powerful micro-scrubbers for the toughest stains. Chemical-free; requires only water. Most 
effective on hard, smooth surfaces. 4-1/2?x 2-3/4?x 1-1/2?

  CS  

PAD30613

Advantage™ Cool Blue Contour Scrubber Sponge
Cool blue sponge contour size yellow cellulose with cool blue antimicrobial scratchless pad. Ideal for 
all purpose cleaning. Outperforms and outlasts all others. 6 1/4 x 3 1/4.

  CS  

PAD663

Advantage™ Cellulose Sponges
6X4X1.5. Use it to pick up spills and clean surfaces using your favorite cleaning chemical. Moist 
packaged Individually in cellaphane..1/24cs

  CS  

PAD665

Advantage™ Cellulose Sponges
4.25X7.5X1.75 Strong, less likely to fall apart, and stand up to most harsh cleaning detergents and 
chemicals. Use in warewashing for gentle yet strong cleaning.

  CS  

PAD74-612

Green Backed Scrubber Sponge
These 6-1/4" x 3-1/4" yellow cellulose sponges are backed with medium-duty green hand pads. Great
for all-purpose cleaning. Perfect for cleaning ovens, walls, countertops, sinks, bathrooms and tables. 
Moist and individually wrapped,

  CS  

PADPY200-
HALVES

Green Backed Scrubber Sponge Halves 3 1/2" x 3 1/2"
These 3-1/2" x 3-1/2" yellow cellulose sponges are backed with medium-duty green hand pads. Great
for all-purpose cleaning. Perfect for cleaning ovens, walls, countertops, sinks, bathrooms and tables. 
Moist and individually wrapped,

  CS  

PC074GBY
Professional Choice Green Backed Scrubber Sponge
Yellow cellulose sponge with medium-duty green pad for general cleaning. Cleans ovens, walls, 
countertops, sinks, bathrooms & tables.easily.

  CS 
PLT  

PC74615 Poly Scrubber Sponge Green/Yellow   CS  

PCLSPONGE
Professional Choice Cellulose Sponges
6 in x 4.25 in x 1.625 in. Strong, less likely to fall apart, and stand up to most harsh cleaning 
detergents and chemicals. Use in warewashing for gentle yet strong cleaning.

  CS  

Institutional Soap Pads
Features a powerful combination of fine steel wool and
effective grease cutting detergents. Multi-use pads increase efficiency by cutting time and costs

  CS 
MIN 
PLT  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=OCED96152-M
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PADPY200-HALVES
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PC074GBY
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PC74615
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PCLSPONGE
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ROYS1012

ROYSW6H24

6Hr Steadywick Chafing Fuel
Royal’s STEADYWICK™ Screw Cap Chafing Fuel is a safe, nonpoisonous, and efficient product that 
delivers a clean burning solution for all your buffet, catering and food service needs. When lit, the 
narrow width odorless flame keeps food at the FDA required

  CS 
MIN 
PLT  


